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Do you want to become more confident handling an oil brush? How about developing your skill in

manipulating and mixing oil colors? This volume, filled with the experience and techniques of ten of

today's finest oil painters, shows you how to discover and paint your own successful paintings,

covering everything from the importance of brush selection to capturing the color nuances of a

collapsing wave.Together these artists offer a treasury of instruction in oil technique: Charles Reid

shows you how to handle an oil brush with dexterity and how to make handling and mixing color

simple. Wendon Blake, George Cherepov, Paul Strisik, and Richard Schmid teach you how to

capture the magnificence of a full landscape, and the more subtle characteristics of the countryside;

Foster Caddell shows you how to overcome elementary errors in composition, balance of values

and especially how to handle color in the landscape; E. John Robinson demonstrates how to

capture the color and awesome power in the sea and shore; Ken Davies teaches you how to render

sharp focus still lifes in oil; and John Howard Sanden, Charles Pfahl and Jane Corsellis show you

how to paint the human portrait and figure, perhaps the most intriguing painting subject of all. The

book is divided into seven sections: oil Brushwork, handling color, landscapes, color in landscapes,

seascapes, sharp focus, and figures and portraits. Each section's full-color step-by-step

demonstrations clearly illustrate how the artists achieve their striking results, and how you can

too.Profusely illustrated and entirely in color, Oil Painting Techniques is required reading for the

amateur or intermediate oil painter who wants to develop his skill in this medium.
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Is it possible to give negative stars?I'm so embarassed about buying this book.My stupidity is the

only explanation...It's not about techniques. It wasn't even written by the artists. It's a running

commentary on paintings. The average number of "intermediate" steps per painting is about 4-5.

Each "step" is actually a different painting started from scratch, so there's no way to compare what

changed between steps cause it all did. So much was skipped between enormous amounts of work

they felt guilty and tried to make up for it with such sage advice as "Mr. Jones prefers to thin his

paint with 1/3 damar, 1/3 turpentine, 1/3 linseed oil". Or "when sketching during

sharp-focused-realism be precise". Or "shadows made it look 3 dimensional" I'm exaggerating but I

think you get the point.

I was rather disappointed with this book and do not recommend it. The only techniques in this book

was useless bits of information like a simple color chart, how to hold a paintbrush, and what you

should have in your paint-box. There were no techniques on how to oil paint. The book consisted of

paintings by different artists being critiqued. The book should be titled something like, "Let's try to

talk up eleven artists, ten if we subtract the writer". With the exception of a few pieces by Ken

Davies, the art work in the book is very amateur looking itself. I guess that is why they put them into

a book and tried to talk them up. It really deserves minus 2 stars.

This is a book I borrowed from the public library originally, but liked so much that I bought a

copy.Interesting, though, that many of the reviews here on  really pan it - and there is truth in what

they say. Many of the demos aren't demos at all, and the step by steps are more 'leap by leap' in

many cases and non-existent in others - and compared to many a 'how to paint book' it is brief at

somewhere around 140 pages. I have to admit that at first I thought exactly the same but hung onto

it (from the library) for the colour swatches. Later, realising how much I liked it, I bought my own

copy.When learning to paint one book is not always sufficient (I learnt mostly from books, but quite a

few different ones), and I would not recommend this as the sole 'how to paint book' for a beginner.

But with sea by E. John Robinson (how to paint a breaker etc.), a nice demo by Paul Strisk, the

inevitable George Cherepov, Jane Corsellis (not really a 'how to' at all but nice ideas), and a few

pages of colour swatches near the beginning, I really love it.Even though I am now a 'reasonably

competent painter' I still occasionally use it for advice and 'dip into it' frequently for pleasure and

ideas.

I have not painted in over 30 years, and hoped that this would bring me up to speed. It didn't.



Probably the least useful book on painting on my bookshelf. I'm not sure what this book is supposed

to do for the reader. It didn't help me in the least.

Having purchased this book used, with a cover which did not scream "Buy Me" I was extremely

pleased with its content. It is written in a way in which a teacher might teach. It touches on all the

necessary areas you must become familiar with, in order to use all your supplies effectively. It also

exposes you to various types of art, allowing you great latitude in the areas you might really want to

explore. This is truly a "How To properly use your supplies & then produce a picture", book & I was

extremely pleased with my purchase.Joan Henley

I love this book! I was just beginning to learn to paint when I bought it, and it is packed with very

helpful information in an easy to read format, with tons of color photos, tips, tricks, everything you

need to know to get started if you are a beginner and more. I refer to it a lot, and keep it close to

where I am working. It is very in depth, but not overwhelming. I highly recommend it.

Although may not be properly named as "Oil painting techniques", it is actually quite useful art book.

I specifically like the section of artist Foster Caddell's work. Through his landscape oil paintings,

Foster clearly explains to readers how a professional work better than an amateur's painting by

comparing both works side by side. He also discusses color contrast and light effects in oil painting

which are more important for creating a good art piece in those easy-to-read sections. In addition,

this book also lists some other good artists (i.e.Jane Corsellis and Charles Pfahl). To be fair, this

book deserve better rating than one star and better value than $1.50 for an used one. For anyone

looking for technique instruction of brush work and color mixing, go for another book.

I'm pretty much a complete novice in any form of art, so this book was quite helpful to me. There are

several parts I found useful-- how to hold and handle the brush to achieve different effects,

comparisons of student paintings to similar professional works, separating 'value' from 'intensity,'

etc. I can imagine this book being a waste of time for people who've been in relatively good art

classes or who've done enough painting to have learned all of this already, but if you consider

yourself an amateur, this is a good place to start.
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